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Are you looking to increase your
bid management capability?
Do you want to improve your chances of success?
Bidding for those all-important contracts is a time consuming
and often daunting process. Perhaps you want to bid, but
feel you don’t have the necessary skills or you are busy with
other projects.
In an ever increasingly competitive world,
would you like to ensure your bid stands
out from the crowd?

If this sounds familiar, we are
here to help.
Clarity Procurement offer a
comprehensive bid management service
for suppliers and contractors that
compete for contracts. Having worked
with hundreds of tendering organisations
to implement their tendering procedures,
we provide a unique insight into how
these tendering organisations operate,
from the initial advertising of the tender to
how bids are evaluated and contracts
are awarded.

Clarity Procurement offer a
full range of bid management
services including:
• Training on the evaluator’s approach to
tendering
• Training on bid writing and submission
• Technical guidance and advice on
public procurement regulations
• Legal guidance and advice
• Review of bid submission documents
• Writing of bid submission documents
The services are tailored specifically
according to your requirements and
provided in-house or off-site.

We guide you through the complexities
and challenges of submitting bids and by
providing you with the evaluator’s ‘inside’
view of the tender process, we give you a
significant advantage in the preparation of
your response.
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Managing Director
Gas Installation Contractor

“With Clarity, we get
more than your ordinary
bid management
services; because they
also carry out procurement
services they know what to
look for in the responses
and this helps us achieve
higher marks in our bids
with them”
Managing Director
Electrical Services Contractor

Want to know more?
To arrange a discussion and a free,
no-obligation consultation with our
bid management experts, please contact
us today - we would be delighted to hear
from you.

“We engaged Clarity
because we had a “must
win” opportunity and wanted
to have an independently
created review that reflected
our strengths, which Clarity
delivered. We value their
input and see them as a
welcome addition to our
existing bidding team”

Tel: 01942 725438
Email: stuart@clarityprocurement.co.uk
www.clarityprocurement.co.uk

